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Women's group protests bookstore
by Jessica Foster
Managing editor

Protesters objected to
Library 18, the adult

bookstore on Highway 10,
Friday afternoon.
Women's

Equality

Group sponsors the event,
which takes place every
Friday, said Leah Hebert,
co-chairwoman of WEG.
"We'll continue for a
couple of months anyway,"
she said.
Protests started last year,
said Brenda Dilly, the other
co-chairwoman of WEG.
The group will continue
to protest until it gets too
cold to stand outside and
then start up again in the
spring, Hebert said.

The group usually starts
out inside the store, and
then goes outside with
signs to protest.
"We stay inside and try
to educate people and stay
there until the police come
or we are kicked out,"
Dilly said.
The protest lasted three

to four hours last week,
Dilly said. "We were inside
for an hour-and-a-half and
then we went outside,"
Dilly said.
She estimated there were
20 marchers at the first
protest last week. The
group is made up of
students, members of WEG
and Campus Advocates
Against Sexual Assault,
Dilly said.
When forced to leave the
bookstore, they often
relocate to the parking lots
of KFC or Phillips 76.
W~n protesters are
outside the building they
hold signs and take
pictures of people entering
the premises, Dilly said.
"We just want them to
know we're watching
them," Dilly said.
Nothing is done with the
pictures, however, Dilly
said.
"We had a small turnout
last Friday, only about 15
people came," Hebert said.
See Protest/Paga 16

·

Paul Midcffestaec:lt/Photo editor

s_cs senior Brenda

Dilly, co-chairwoman of Women's Equality Group, protests outside of
Library 18 Friday afternoon. The group will continue to protest every Friday.

Student files complaint Campus plugs in, merges
onto 1nf ormat1on highway

by Dori Moudry
Newseditor

A student has filed a complaint with
St. Cloud Police concerning University
Public Safety.
Dean Smith, SCS senior, was
walking on the sidewalk across the
street from Holes Hall when safety
officers unneccessarily detained him
and confiscated his beer, he said.
Smith, who is 23, was leaving a
friend's house with a 12-pack of beer
when safety officers approached him
and told him he could not have beer on
campus.
"I asked: Where is it not campus?"
Smith said. The officers indicated
Smith should walk west, so he went
west, he said.
According to the St. Cloud Police
report, however, the officers pointed
west and Smith walked east into a
parking lot, said Jim Moline, assistant
police chief. The officers then took the
beer because alcohol is not allowed on
campus, Moline said.
Smith said the officers made him
walk west and was upset with the
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officer's handling of the situation.
Smithrelinquishedthebeerandthe
officers then asked for identification,
he said. After the incident, Smith
called the police.
Police told Smith whether or not he
was on university property was
questionable, he said.
'The police said it's a gray area, but
what is a gray area?" Smith said.
"I'm not doing this to get my 12pack of beer. I want to let people know
if their rights are being violated," he
said.
Witnesses Rosalie Dirkson and
Jenny Saochez, both friends of Smith's,
thought the officers did not treat Smith
fairly. ''They were so pushy. I didn't
think he was doing anything wrong,"
Dirkson said.
But the campus is no place for
alcohol, said Lee Bird, assistant vice
president for Student Life and
Development.
According to university code of
conduct, · the use, possession or
distribution of alcohol on university
premises except expressly pemtitted by
university policy is a violation.
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by Michael R. Koehler
Assistant news editor
SCS has pulled into the
fast lane of the infonnation
superhighway, traveling at
the speed of light via a fiber
optic communications
network.
The
fiber
optic
communications network
currently connects 10
buildings on the SCS
campus
serving
the
campus' faculty and
student Ethernet computer
network.
"We hope that we will be
able to hook up networks in
various settings on the
campus to handle the
immediate needs of that
setting.
Any programs that need
to support that network
would come through this on
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a more area wide network
on the campus," said John
Berling, dean of Learning
Resources Services.
The fiber optic network
is part of the Infrastructure
Initiative started a few
years ago by Gene
Gilchrest, vice president of
administrative affairs,
Berling said
Fiber optic cables carry
information via pulses of
light that travel down a thin
strand of flexible glass.
"Any type of service can
be carried through this type
of service, either digital or
analog would be available
at any of the settings on
appropriate terminals," he
said.
Berling detailed some of
the goals of the fiber optic
infrastructure program.
"While doing this we

Diversions -13

wanted to put enough
capacity for the newer,
more
date-intensive
applications, video and
high level graphics, so we
pulled a lot of lines in.
Also, we wanted to put in a
standard so the whole
system is standardized in
how it is hooked up and
how it is documented.
"We've put in the most
advanced system that we
have available now,"
Berling said.
The
fiber
optic
networking system will be
able to handle all of the
campus'
computing
communications needs for
the next 20 years , said
Randy Evans, instructional
communications chief
engineer.
See Technology/Paga 16
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Home improvements benefit organization
by Rich Vosepka
Assistant managing editor
Renovations are under way that
will get an SCS organization out of

the Business Building basement and

Lowell Anderson/Staff photographer

Dick Ness paints windows on the house
being renovated for HEMPAC Friday.

allow the handicapped better access.
Buildings and Grounds is
renovating a house on South Fourth
Avenue and Fourth Street that SCS
bas owned for three years.
Renovations on the two -story
house will replace doors and
windows, and the front stairs will be
replaced with a concrete ramp
accessible to the disabled, said Steve
Ludwig, assistant vice president of
buildings and grounds. Bathrooms
also will be made accessible. Other
repairs will include wiring and
heating improvements and new
carpet, Ludwig said.
Higher E.ducation Manufacturing
Process Applications Consortium
will occupy th e building when
repairs are complete.
HEMPAC has representatives at
six Minnesota technical colleges as
well as the University ofMinnesotaDuluth and SCS. They received a
$2.5 million dollar grant from the
Department of Defense to improve
productivity in Central Minnesota

manufacturing
companies in
March, said Mary
P o w e r s ,
H E M P A C
d i r e c t o r .
HEMPAC also
p r o v i d e s
internships for
students in the
manufacturing
companies.
The new office
space will help

HEM PAC
provide services.
"We're dealing
with businesses
and they expect
us to have a
professional
environment. The businesses do not
regard us as highly (in the current
office)," Powers said. The offices are
in what used to be the Business
Building storage closet, she said.
HEMPAC offices will occupy the
first floor of the house after repairs are
complete in late October, and the upper
floor may eventually be refurbished,
Ludwig said.
Total cost of the current project is
S15,000 to $20,(X)(), Ludwig estimated.

Lowell Anderson/Staff photographer

The house, formerly student rental
property, was purchased by SCS three
years ago as part of a Southside
property buying campaign.
"It was purchased as pan of a 7-ycarold progam to purchase all of the
property within six blocks on the west
side of campus," Ludwig said.
The property originally was
purcbased to allow future expansion of
SCS campus, Ludwig said.

Showcase features authors, comedians
Second annual event focuses on college women's issues
by Jessica Foster
Managing editor
More than 30 area businesses
and organizations will gather for
the second annual Women's
Showcase.
The event will showcase two
stages and more than 200
exhibits, said Michelle Massman
of Massman and Associates,
producer of the event.
Massman and Associates is a
public relations firm in St.
Cloud.
"The focus is on issues

affecting women and girls,"
Massman said.
"It is set up to be educational
and informational. There is a
different schedule of events
every year," Massman said.
Greg Godek, who authored the
book "1001 Ways to be
Romantic" is sponsored by
Liberty Savings.
Doug Wood, who authored
"Old Turtle" also will appear at
the showcase. Comedian Susan
Vass will perform.
Ticket prices for adults are $4,
but students can get in for $3.

"A certain percentage of the
money from tickets goes to local
women's organizations and
groups. Most of it goes for
programs
and
charges,"
Massman said.
This year, the Women's
Showcase focuses on the issues
women face as college students.
To do that, Massman and
Associates teamed up with the
SCS' chapter of Women In
Communications, Inc. Jennifer
Stevens, SCS senior, is president
of WICI and worked at Massman
and Ass ociates during the

summer.
"We're volunteering for them.
It is a two-day event with 200
exhibitors. We'll all be doing
different things. Some people
will be coordinating, helping
speakers be where they need to
be. It's hard to say what we'll all
be doing," Stevens said.
In its second year, the
coordinators were looking for
more of a student audience.
Stevens suggested speakers more
related to the communications
field ,
since
mass
communications is such a big

field at SCS, she said.
"My main thing was to help
them get more focused," Stevens
said.
WICI is involved with the
Women's Showcase "because we
are Women in communications
and it is the Women's
Showcase," said Stevens.
The event will take place
Friday and Saturday in the
Halenbeck Hall Fieldhouse. The
festivities begin at 11 :30 a.m. on
Friday and continue until 8 p.m.
On Saturday, the doors open at 9
a.m. and close at 6 p.m.

Wynia meets students
during senate campaign
by Dori Moudry
News editor
To cook up support for her
campaign,
Ann
Wynia ,
candidate for U.S. Senate,
greeted students Friday
afternoon at Garvey Commons.
A former instructor at North
Hennepin Community College,
Wynia said the educational
system needs to provide the
education and skills that
prepare students for the job
market.
"The government needs to
start investing in kids and begin
creating good paying jobs," she
said.
Students often struggle with
paying for school and then
worry about finding jobs after

four years of college, she said.
'They (students) need a sense
of hope and opportunity."
Wynia will focus on getting
the job done as senator and
plans not only to improve
education, but also wants to
invest in research and the
transfer of technology to
industry and manufacturing,
she said.
"This election is about
sending a doer rather than a
talker. I want to change the lack
of action (in Congress), she
said.
Wynia (DFL) is running
against Rcxt Grams (IR) to fill
the senate seat vacated by Sen.
David Durenburger this year.
State rep. Joe Opatz, District
16-A, invited Wynia to visit

students while she campaigned
St. Cloud, he said. Opatz is also
director of Atwood Memorial
Center and an SCS alumnus.
Incumbent Opatz 's (DFL)
opposition is IR candidate Jeff
Ratcliff. Students need to
continue to voice their concerns
at the state capitol, Opatz said.
"Students have more impact on
the legislature than faculty, staff
or anyone else," he said.

United States DFL Senate
candidate Ann Wynia
mingles with the common
folk in Garvey Commons
Friday afternoon. She is
speaking to sophomore
John Palfalvi. Wynia was on
campus to gather support.
Pat Christman/Staff photographer
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Student Government ,
elects five senators
Student Government elected three college seats and two
at-large seats in internal elections Thursday. The senators
filling the college seats are Patrick Lewis, business; Kathy
Bickel, fine arts and humanities and Tracy Hanson, social
science. The at-large senators are Gordon Mickelson and

Rebecca McConkey. Mickelson and McConkey are filling
positions vacated by Erick Ellgren and Tito Malmud.
Kanwal Kumar, Student Government president, Sen.
Robert Lake and graduate student Dale Cole have been
selected to represent students on the presidential search
committee.

Career Services sponsors
job search skills seminar
Career Services is sponsoring a seminar entitled, "Blow

Away Your Job Search Competition" from 4-5 p.m.
Wednesday, Oct. 5 in the Atwood Little Theatre.
Those who attend will learn strategies to conduct an
effective and satisfactory job search. People who attend the
program will learn how to develop a network of
employment contacts and make use of a variety of highly
successful job search techniques.
The event is free and open to the public. Advance
registration is not required. For more information, contact
Andy Ditlevson, Career Services, 255,.2151.

Clinic provides vaccines,
immunization in October
Stearns County Public Health will be sponsoring their
monthly immunization clinics 1-4 p.m. Oct. 19 at the Public
Health Department located in the Stearns County
Administration Center, Room 307, 706 Courthouse Square,
St. Cloud. Appointments are required.
There also will be an immunization clinic from 3-5 p.m.
Oct. 6 and Oct. 27 at the St. Cloud Women Infant and
Children Office, 700 Mall Germain, St. Cloud. No
appointment is necessary for the WIC clinic, but a past
immunization record is required.
The vaccine is provided by the Minnesota Department of
Health for use in public clinics. There is a $5 per
immunization donation requested. Medical assistance and
Minnesota Care can be billed for those who are eligible.
To schedule an appointment, call Stearns County Public

Health at 656-6155 or Hl00-450-5893.

Stars come out at SCS
astronomy program
SCS Astronomy Public Nights, a program that offers the
campus and community a chance to learn about and
observe objects in the sky, are 7-9 p.m. Tuesday,. Oct. 11 and
Thursday Oct. 13 in the Math and Science Planetarium,
Room 24 and Observatory on the roof of the Math and
Science Center.
Planetarium shows presenting the constellations of the
fall sky along with some of the mythology associated with
the constellations will be presented each scheduled night at
7 p.rn., 7:45 p.rn., 8:30 p.rn.
Several telescopes will be set up for viewing Saturn,
galaxies, star dusters and nebulae.
Astronomy nights, sponsored by the SCS Department of
Physics,. Astronomy and Engineering Science, are free and
open to the public.
For more information contact Mark Nook at 255-2013.

Corrections
□ University Chronicle misspelled the name of Milton
Kleim in the Sept. 30 issue.
If you find a problem with a story - an error of fact or a
point requiring clarification-please call (612)255-4086.
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Cooper blood alcohol
level twice legal limit
by Michael R. Koehler
Assistant news editor

investigation, and charges
have not been filed at press
time.

Alcohol was involved in an
accident involving a former

SCS sophomore, according to
Lt. Curran Larson of the State
Patrol.
Neil Cooper's blood alcohol
concentration was tested and
the result was a concentration
of .19, nearly double the legal
limitof.10.

Cooper was involved in a
Sept. 17 accident where the
vehicle he was driving struck
an ambulance that was
running under red lights and
siren, transporting a patient
from Brainerd to St. Cloud.
The ambulance rolled several
times after the collision and
the occupants were injured.
The driver of the ambulance
was also tested. He tested
negative for blood alcohol,
Larson said.
1be accident still is under

Cooper was to be the
starting goal tender for the
SCS hockey team until the
accidenL
Cooper has withdrawn from
school and is home in Fort
Francis, Ontario, Canada
recovering from a broken leg
and a broken jaw, according to
Craig Dahl, SCS head hockey
coach.
When asked about Cooper's
future at SCS, Dahl said,
"First off, he's got to heal, and
then we'll have to see what
happens with the legal
situation."
Student athletes must
follow a code of conduct, and
the athletes know what is
expected from them in terms
of behavior on and off the
field, said Morris Kurtz, SCS
athletic director.
"Obviously right now our

only concern is the health and
welfare of all the people
involved in the accident. Once
that matter is resolved, we
will
have
our
own
investigation and then we will
act based on the results of the
investigation and the police
investigation," Kurtz said.
Kurtz said a lesson can be
learned from Cooper's actions.
"Hopefully, first and foremost,
we in the athletic department
as coaches are educators and
hopefully the only education
doesn't just take place in the
classroom. Obviously this
type of accident should have a
lasting impact on everyone,
not just associated with the
athletic program, perhaps
everyone associated with St.
Cloud State University."
"Hopefully we are all open
enough to learn and this
would be a great thing to learn
from," Kurtz said.

12 Inch Original,
Thin crust or Light

Tombstone

Pizza
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Editorial
It has only just begun

Voters should
decide elections
The mid-term election is more than a month
away, yet the media has all but given some
governmental contenders keys to a new office.
In a democratic system,. decisions about who is
elected are a result of the number of votes
received, not by the whims and biased opinions of
pollsters and self-proclaimed experts.
Unscientific inquires orcestrated by television
stations or newspapers trying to fill space and
instigate fights between candidates are not valid
measures of public opinion, and should not be
used as a substitute for votes.
Polls not only announce the winner before the
game has ended, but they also alter the tactics of
candidates.
If a candidate sees she is not doing as well in the
pol1s as she had hoped, for example, she may alter
her views in order to reflect the desires of her
potential voters.

The public is then fooled into thinking a
candidate represents the qualites the public deems
worthy.
For instance, politicans are now passionate
about health care, because the polls tell them that
is what the people want.
It is poll-itical suicide in this nation to go
against the media's whims. and that is not right.

WEG protesters must educate instead
by Kim Wimpsett, Editor
Every Friday for the
second school year in a
row. the Women's Equality
Group has led a protest
outside of Library 18, St.
Cloud's local adult
bookstore.
Because of freedom of
speech WEG has every
right to picket in front of
the store.
However, the adult
bookstore also has a
constitutional right to sell
its products.
Futher, any person of

n;;;:;;--::===============:i legal age who wants to buy
fie.~1\1\lllrLE _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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these products has a right to
access and purchase of
them.
This country was founded
on this right.
If the purpose ofWEG is
to shut down the business,
there is a paradox. WEG
would be enforcing the
same principles they
oppose. Freedom of speech
should be universal, not
selective.
It is because of this
sensitive issue that I
question WEG's motives

"
If someone can close an adult
bookstore because they disapprove, can
they pull 'The Adventures of
Huckleberry Finn' from the hands of a
budding high school scholar?
"
for holding signs in front of
the business and ta1cing
customers' photographs.
If WEG protests to save
children from pornography,
then I say it is more
harmful to a child's life to
be deprived of freedom of
speech.
The solution lies in
strong guidance during
adolescence when youths
grow and formulate their
opinions, not in trying to
enfringe on other's rights.

because they disapprove,
can they pull "The
Adventures of Huckleberry
Finn" from the hands of a
budding high school
scholar?
Again, not to enfringe on
WEG's freedom of speech,
the group has every right to
display their disapproval in
an orderly fashion.
However, WEG should
extend the rights it
embraces to people and
groups from every avenue
oflife.

Pornography has not been
proved to cause violence.
Leading by example will
teach children not to read
pornography, not
impressing upon them that
censorship is acceptable.

More attention should be
put on education, rather
than on wasting time to
protest something
Americans have a right to
access.

The squelching of this
unalienable right to free
speech is a cycle of concern
also involving book
banning. If someone can
close an adult bookstore

Instead of picketing,
every Friday could be spent
in a grade school .or high
school classroom teaching
children about the evils that
supposedly lurk in the

'

'
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People eat without Campus credit union answers
considering health, loan application questions
factory farms
Every day students overrun local
eating establishments to satisfy
their need for nourishment Every
day these students are forced to
make a decision whether to eat
meat I believe that to be cruelty
free is the best alternative.
Vegetarianism, the idea that people
should avoid consuming another
animal's flesh, is definitely the way

togo.
One reason people should not eat
meat is because of the cruelty the
animals suffer. The average person
does not realize the hocrcxs animals
go through to reach our plate. Most
people have the impression their focxl is raised on farms with
grassy fields and red barns. Nothing could be further from the
truth. In reality, most food is produced on aamped factory
farms that are merely cement buildings.
Creatures on factory fanm must stand in tiny cages or
aowded pens. The animals live to eat and to reproduce nothing else. Chickens have their beaks sliced off with hot
blades so they will not peck each other to death. They are
stacked in aates, put on conveyer belts, and finally are sucked
into the Ooor by a giant vacuum.
Pigs also are mistreated. Male pigs ate present only to
indicate when females are in heat, but are not allowed to
participate. Actually, the male's organs are cut off and
artificial insemination is used. Females are then stuck in pens
where they are oot able to tum. When pigs are allowed social
contact they are so crowded they take part in stress-induced
cannibalism. They bite off another pig's tail and then continue
to eat away at the animal until it dies and is completely

====-"'

The MSUSA Federal Credit
Union would like to thank
University Chronicle for running
the article featuring our
operation in Atwood Memorial
Center.
The MSUSA-FCU staff
eagerly is awaiting the day when
we can offer the finest in fullservice banking right here on our
university campus.
While member confidentiality
will not let me publicly respond
to specific custoirer complaints,
I feel it is important to clarify
some of our loan policies. To
become a credit union member
and apply for a loan at the same
time, a total of $17.50is
required: a $5 membership fee, a
refundable $5 deposit into a
share (savings) account and a
loan application fee of $7.50.
These fees are detailed on
information sheets that we hand

out with every application.
When a loan is disbursed, a
$50 baJance must remain in the
member's share account until the
loan matures. This fact is
specified on the front page of our
loan application. Since we offer
loans for many different
purposes, the manner in which
loans are disbursed varies. A
loan for tuition, for example, is
paid directly to the university by
MSUSA-FCU. Creditcard
consolidation disbursements are
made directly to the credit
companies. This is common
practice throughout the banking
industry.
The MSUSA-FCU Credit
Committee has the final say in
the terms and disbursement
procedure of loans; this is being
responsible and accountable to
our shareholders, the members of
MSUSA-FCU. We analyze

every loan individually, talcing
into account each member's own
situation. Applicants are not
forced to agree to the tentlS of
their loans, and can refuse to
accept them.
People who are in a hurry
when they stop by the office to
get an application often don't
carefully read the materials we
give them; this is where
miscommunication can occur.
People need to realize the serious
implications of applying for a
loan and using credit, and should
read any credit application
carefully before agreeing to its
temlS. To make an appointroont,
or for further information, call
MSUSA-FCU at 654-5474.

Matthew Tedrick
Operations Director
MSUSA Federal Credit
Union

consumed.
1bese examples are only a few of many nauseating realities.
1be problem is that people simply eat without thinking.
1be conditions and processes in factory farming are
horrifying. However, we must not forget that we are
respcnsible. We supp<>rt the industry by eating meat. This
enormous industry depends on humans repressing the
unpleasant fact that they are consuming dead bodies. Even the
language that we use is desensitized and nonspecific. The
flesh is disassociated with the animal it comes from. The
body of a dead cow is referred to as "beer•, the flesh of a pig
is called "ham" or "pork."
People believe there is nothing they personally can do to
change the business. However, every vegetarian is directly
resp<>nsible fer saving 40-50 creatures each year.
Unfortunately, vegetarians are thought of as eccentric or
strange because they do not participate in killing animals. Is it
not a good enough excuse to not want to be part of such a
corrupt, sickly process?
Another ethical issue posed by our country's addiction to
animal protein is that much of the world starves while we eat
in unneeded luxury. Cattle need a great deal of grain to
produce a pound of meat. It seems logical that if we ate the
grain, and spared the animals, less people would go hungry.
Another reason people choose to be vegetarians is because
they are concerned about their health and physical well-being.
Animal fat clogs arteries and increases heart disease. It is
healthier not to eat meat.
We must make conscious, informed decisions about what we
eat. Vegetarians simply make the choice not to play a part in a
cruel and inhumane system. 1bey choose to treat their
bodies, and animal's lives, with respect. They are concerned
with the health of others in the world who are less fortunate.
I challenge you to stop devouring lives. Now is your
chance to stop the killing.

Student expresses support for Grams
In response to University Chronicle's editorial
endorsement on Sept. 30 supporting Ann Wynia as
a better Senate hopeful than Rod Grams, I ask,
''Why? .. The editorial board says that Wynia is a
better candidate because "she better understands
the needs of higher education," has "better practical
experience" and has a Democratic platform.
As a House majority leader, Wynia has not
improved the budgeting position for the MSUSA
system (even though she may better understand the
issues). In fact under her "guidance," state schools
have seen tuition increases and have seen a
disproportionate amount of financial aid being
allocated to private schools.
Also, Wynia does not possess the practical
experience necessary to govern. As an incumbent,
Rod Grams has more "practical" experience.
Stating Wynia has better experience with
government is a denial of the truth.
Lastly, Rod Grams is running with a Republican
platform that wishes to decrease taxes for

Americans (putting imre money in the hands of
consumers) which increases investment and
improves economic conditions. The Democratic
platform wishes to increase taxes and resort back to
the higher spending for social benefits which has
eroded this country for decades.
The tax burden weighs heavily on the people of
Minnesota. Companies who provide jobs in our
state are leaving because of outrageous Worker's
Compensation claims mandated by the state of
Minnesota. These are the issues that face students,
and Ann Wynia has proven unsuccessful.
\bting to curb high taxation and overspending
ultimately is better than voting to support it.
Fellow SCS students, to vote responsibly this
November, Rod Grams (IR) is your candidate.

Patrick Wight
senior
finance
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SPORTS
CARDS
DUGOUT&
NEWSTAND
Next to Godfathers
Pizza, Division Place
Fashion Center
Ph. 253-0851

Sunclay, Oct. q, iqq4
7 l).m. Stemart Hall Auclitorium,
St. Cloud State University
Tickets avaibble in Atux1<.1cl il8, SCS
(E,12)255-2205
Sponsored by University
Program Board Performing
Arts Committee, SCS. This
event is funded in part by a
grant from the SCS Foundation.
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Olfa Cycles
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OStorclrnbers

OTonnng
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Full-Time Studen t s O n ly
E x pires Ma rch 3 1, 1995

Daytime Help
Needed
Starting Wage: $5
We oUer: *lood privileges
*flexible hours
*flexible scheduling
Apply at all 3 Taco John's
25 NinthAve.N .• St Coud
Division & Second Ave. , W1i1eParl<
20I Benton Driv.:N.,S1uk Rapid,;

NOW OFFERING:.J.
•
•
•
•

Camera Rental
Processing !)f Cofor film
Slides , Enlargments
20% off Black & White Paper
20% off ANY Film
20% off Chemicals
AND .... MUCH! MORE!

min.PHOTO FINISH INC.
and PORTRAIT STUDIO

Plaza

w...1 St,qop"I) c.n1er. 60 Sov1h ""' ,.,_ (Actoss ~cm K.J.lon)
St, C lo<.>d. MN 5630 1 Phcno,c 255-0027

lz
25% Off Pitchers!
I ! Two Entrees or Beverages for the
I
Price of One.
Enjoy one Complimentary Entrec when a
I
Second Entree of equal or greater

I

value is purchased.

I

Valid Anytime • 7 Days a Week
Not Valid With Other Discounts

I

1/ 2 Price Bloody Mary's
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I

I

I
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iSPORTS
Huskies brand
Mavericks 33-0
by Nikki Rinderknecht
Sports editor

After a 33-0 thrashing of the
Un ivers ity of Nebraska-Omaha
Saturday in Se lke Field , the SCS
footbal l team finally can put last year's
loss to the Mavericks behind them.

The Huskies (3-1 overall) gave
UNO

its

only

North

Central

Conference win of the season last
October, losing 37-18 in Omaha.
On Saturday t hey avenged
themselves, dominating the Mavericks

(0-4 overall) in all aspects of the
game: defense, offense and specia l

teams.
SCS' defense contro ll ed the
Mavericks from the opening kickoff

Paul Middl•taedt/Photo edtor

SCS running back Randy Martin ran for a career-high 194 yards
against UNO Saturday, Including th is 53-yard run for a touchdown.

and never let up.
"Our kids were ready to play that
first series," said Matt Pawlowski,
SCS defensive coordinator.
"It's something we talked about the
whole week. We talked about
attacking. We ta lked about being
physical. We talked about setting the
tone and controlling lhe line.
"We whipped them at the line of
scrimmage," he said.
In the Mavericks' first three
possessions, they snapped nine plays
for a total of nine yards.
The c losest UNO ever came to
scoring was at the beginning of the
second quarter, when the Mavericks'
kicker, Brian Ruch, missed a 46-yard
field goal attempt.
Leading 20-0 at the half, it would
have been all too easy for the Huskies'

defense to let up in the second half.
Instead they became even more stingy,
allowing only 41 yards and four first
downs.
"We couldn't have gotten a first
down if it wou ld have saved our
lives," UNO Head Coach Pat Behrns
said.
In fact, the Mavericks were in
Husky territory only one time in the
second half, and that was to the 43yard line before SCS forced a fumble.
"We just wanted to be fired up from
last year," said SCS linebacker John
DesRoches, a sophomore from Anoka.
"Shutting them out was nice
revenge, and now we're in the hunt to
win the conference," he said.
DesRoches led SCS wilh 13 tackles,
two pass break ups and one sack.
Offensively, the Huskies pounded
UNO with a strong rushing attack.
SCS running back Randy Martin, a
sophomore from Chippewa Falls,
Wis., had a career-high 194 yards ,
including a 53-yard run for a
touchdown in lhe third quarter.
Fullback Dennis Heinen, a senior
from Maple Grove, had 69 yards and
two touchdowns.
Heinen needs only 24 more yards to
reach the 1,000 yard career rushing
mark.
While the rushing was solid, SCS'
passing was inconsistant. SCS
quarterback Todd Bouman, a
sophomore from Ruthton, was 11-28
for 191 yards with one interception.

See Football/Page 9

Agassi displays skills,
humor at Target Center
proving he
is not a fluke since his first
Grand Slam title in the
summer of 1992 at
Wimbledon. Before winning
the U.S. Open three weeks
ago, Agassi had managed only
one quarterfinal appearance in
a Grand Slam since his win at
Wimbledon.
His world ranking had slid
into the 30s and a terrible
wrist injury was threating his
career, not to mention being
dumped by Barbra Streisand.
Six months ago Agassi was
a finalist at the Lipton
Championship in Key
Biscayne, Fla. An impromptu
dinner with former tennis pro

Brad
Gilbert
interested
Agassi
enough to
ask Gilbert to be his coach.
Since then Agassi 's game and
work ethic has improved
drastically.
"I think we got over the
hurdle when [Andre] started to
play more aggressive," Gilbert
said. "I also wanted to get him
to serve with purpose, to
improve his strategy," Gilbert
added.
The relationship has worked
well with the best evidence
being the U.S. Open
championship Agassi claimed
in Flushing Meadows, N.Y.,
last month.
Shane Opatz.lStaff photographer

See Agassl/Page 9

Agassl took on Jim Courier in an exhibition game Friday night at the Target Center.
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aAR·B-QUE.
Also chicken,, roast pork and roast beef sandwiches, fish

baskets, chicken wings, buffalc,, wings, etc ..

BEST

BAR-I-QUE

This side of Arkansas.
from a family reape handed down from one

Eat In - Take Out - Delivery

generation to another

=

* Great Service
* TopQuality

Mon-Wed

~~ f
~

II-.
11 AM-i,vdrjght
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Paul Middle&taedt/Photo editor

1S Ave 5£., St Cloud, MN 56304, (Just offHY,y. 10, betw1d Super America & Americ.anna Jnn)
Phone, H1•58t0 • Fax: 151-6671

SCS' top golfer, Kerry Brodt, fights off the cold weather
Sunday at Wapicada Golf Course. Brodt finished 10th in
the two-day invitational, while the Huskies tied for 5th.

University Program Board
~,-J:.6/4 ..
Visual Arts

Outangs/Rec

Exhibits:
A Gathering of Alumni Painters.
-Julie Kiefer Bell
-Jay Paul Bell
-George Farrah -Lisa Greue
-Dale Lindman -Bob Mauson
-B ill Monson
-Jean Murakami
-Roger Nelson -Anthony Pressler
-Russ Vogt
Oct IO - Nov. 4. Opening
reception with the artists Mon. Oct
IO, 3 -5 p.m., Atwood Gallery.
The reception is cohostcd by the
Alumni Association.
Wycinanki: Art of Polish Paper
Cuuing by Emeline Dziabas Cook.
Ongoing until Oct. 27, Atwood
Ballroom Display Cases.

The Big Swim -The SL Cloud Community joins together
with SCS to get the Guiness Book of World Record &
raise money for the United Way.
Sat., Oct 8, 6 a.m. - 11 p.m. Halenbeck Pool. Sign up for
the swim relay by Friday, Sept. 30 at residential Halls,
University Organi1.ations, Campus Recreation, and UPB
Offices. There will be additional fun events in the pool.

Performmg Arts
Kahurangi-Maori Dance Theatre ol
New Zealand. The only
professional Maori performing
company in New Zealand,
Kahurangi brings to life the
traditional songs and dances of
their people in a way that reveals
the "ihi'' or life fo rce of the
culture.
*Sun. Oct. 9, 7 p.m. Stewart Hall
Audito rium. FREE with SCS I.D.,
$5 Senior Citizens/Students, $10
Public.

Films
"Black Belt Jones"
Oct 6, 3p.m.

Oct 7 & 9, 7 p.m.
0cL 8, 9c30 p.m.
"Enter the Dragon"
Oct. 6 & 8, 7 p.m.
Oct 7, 9:30 p.m.
Oct 9, 3 p.m.
Atwood Theatre, FREE
admittance w/SCS I.D.

-Spotlight
Seu.ie-Threcpieceaccou&licrock.
Tues. OcL 4, 8 p.m. Atwood
QuarryNi1e-01.1b.
FREE wilh SCS l.D.

Tickets for a ll
UPB events are
available in
Atwood 118
during the office
hours.

Speakers
Homecoming
Debate

BEA
HERO
Be A Teacher

s C:ASH s
for

Teachers have the power
to wake up young mindsto make a difference.
Reach for that power.

Be a teacher. Be a hero.
To find out how
to become a
teacher, call
1-800-45-TEACH

USED
C:D's
DUGOUT &
NEWSTAND
Next to Godfathers
Pizza, Division
Place Fashion

Center
Ph. 253-0851

Pornography: Asa
Baber; editor, Playboy
Magazine vs. Elenore
Smeal; Former President
of the National
Organi7.ation for
Women.
*Thurs. Oct. 13, 8 p.m.
StewanHall
Auditorium. FREE
with SCS I.D. $5
Public.

1994 Homecoming
" 125 Years and Still
Going Strong"

Oct.8-15
Details on Seperate
Chronicle Ad.

tails. call
j4-<'.iltsts.
§P()ltSCl'etl hY Uie SOU

Leihlan, GaY, Otsexual Vcu,uroo ceuler
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Football : SGS dom inateStromPage7--It very easily could
have been two. Late in the
second quarter, Bouman
threw a pass right into the
hands of UNO linebacker
Kory Andreasen, who
showed why those with
rock hands make better
defenders than wide
receivers.
Bouman struggled a bit
in the first half, but it was
t he
receivers
who
floundered in the second
half.
There were a couple of
near-catches that were
ru led incomplete, but
eas ily cou ld have been
called fumbles.
SCS' biggest offensive
"problem"
was
i ts
inability
to
score
touchdowns w h en th ey
were inside the 20-yard
line.
"We wanted to give our
kicke r a chance, too,"
SCS Head Coach Noel
Martin said. "We could
have gone for it a few
times, but we didn' t need
to run up the score."
It did give the Huskies
yet another area to
dominate in. SCS kicker
Matt
Hemenway,
a
Paul MlddlfftMdt/Photo editor
sophomore
from
SCS llnebackw Steve Walters recovers a fumbkt after comarback Curt
Mahtomedi, convert ed
Fernholz knocks the ball loose from UNO wide receiver Jason Cahill.

four of five field goals.
UNO"s
nationallyranked kicker, Brian
Ruch, had only one
opportunity for a field
goal, but he mis sed the
46-yarder.
He did receive a lot of
practice in his punting,
however. Ranked number
eight in the nation for Div.
II punting, Ruch had 10
attempts in Sa t urday 's

game.
He averaged 37.6 yards,
but overpowered a couple
of short punts that could
have put the Huskies deep
in their own territory.
The best punt of the day
was by SCS punter Kris
Alcsteter, a freshman from
Minnetonka, who booted
a kick in the third quarter
that sailed so high a lowflying airplane could have
been hit.
The Jordan-like hang
time enabled the Huskies
to rush downfield and stop
the ball on the one yard
line.
"Th ey
comp l e tely
dominated us better than
any of the other teams
t h us far," Behrns said.
''There's no question SCS
earned a victory. I don't
know that we even earned

Agassi: fromPage 1 - - - - loo iNG foR SoME G REAT NEw
ENTERTAiNMENT?
LovE To SkAn BuT HAVE NowltrnE To
Go?
CoME ChEck OuT ThE ExpANdiNq

SltA.TiN 1 PIA.CE
Skatin' Place Offers:
*
*
*

*

*

IN,fiNE RENTAL & SALES
SpEciAl WEdNEsdAy NiqhT sEssioNs foR Adufrs oNly
ExpANdEd <;AME ROOM & sNAck bAR fEArnRiNc;
fRnh , bAkEd pizzA
CRoup RATES & fuNdRAisER possibilfrin
BEqiNNiNc; iN OcmbER, l.AZER STORM
CoME plAy ThE horrEST NEW <;AME SWEEpiNc; ThE NATioN,
fr's LAZER TA<; ANd fr's oNly AT SKA TIN' PLACE!
Call for more information: 252-9768 or 252-8123
Skatin' place 3302 Southway Drive St. Cloud

I:,

~~~]~~~!~;:·· ·1:,·--i~~tt~~it~~~T~~~:-·
Exp. 10-31-94

Exp. 10-31-94

"You have 10 be in great
shape to win on hard courts,
and I think the best player in
the world usually wins on the
hard courts of the U.S.
Open," Gilbert said.
"The dynamics of the
[U.S. Open] win is
storybook," Agassi said. "I
had been as low as 32nd in
the rankings and I came into
the Open unseeded. It was a
perfect time for what
happened. What I
accomplished hasn't even
sunk in yet," Agassi added.
It was the first time an
unseeded player won the
U.S.Open.
Jim Courier has actually
won more money and Grand
Slam titles than Agassi, but
you could not tell by
popularity. Courier is usually
a soft-spoken person on and
off the court, evoking little
interest by the fans. Agassi,
on the other hand, is a
walking media spectacle.
Anywhere Agassi ventures a
crowd of people follow him
as if he were the Pied Piper.
To my surprise none of this
seems to bother the 24-yearold from Las Vegas. Agassi
was as polite and easy to talk
to as your local minister.
Since the departure of
great tennis personalities like
John McEnroe and Jimmy
Conners, the tennis world has
become somewhat stale,
except for Agassi, who is an
island of style and charisma

-

the right to be on the field
tOOay."
Coming off as big a win
as they did against the
University of North
Dakota, SCS could have
been due for a let down.
Most did not expect the
Huskies to come out and
dominate the way they
did, including Martin.
"We thought it'd be a
pretty good batt le,"
Martin said. "I hate to
play a team th at hasn't
won a game. A lot or
times they' ll play the
toughest."
Next up for the Huskies
is Augustana College,
who
defeated
the
University of South
Dakota 30-3 on Saturday.
The Vikings, like SCS,
are 3-1 in the NCC.
1be game should prove
to be a bigger challenge,
especially
for
the
Huskies' defense.
"Auggie likes t o get
you isolated in one-onone
situ ation s,"
Paw lowski said. " We 'll
have
to
do
some
disguises."
Satu rday's game is 1
p.m. in Sioux Falls, S.D.
SCS leads the series 10-7.

in an ocean of tennis
boredom.
Friday Agassi was in town
to play in the Acura Legend's
of Tennis Challenge against
Courier.
Agassi came out in a black
and purple outfit, wearing
one black sock and one white
sock, while Courier was
decked out in all white.
Agassi and Courier both
took turns mugging on the
jumbotron inside Target
Center. Courier frequently
fixed his hair as Agassi lifted
his shirt exposing his chest to
the crowd of 8,000 people.
"In situations like this we
can show some or our
personalities, let our hair
down a littJe," Courier said.
This would not be quite as
simple for the close-cropped
Courier as it would be for the
long-locked Agassi.
There was some tennis
played (Agassi winning 6-2,
6-4), but the personalities
were more on display. Agassi
toyed with the ball-kids all
night and was always talking
to the crowd. Courier even
took a break and had a drink
out of a spec1ators glass in
the front row.
"1 think it's always nice to
give the rans something to
enjoy. You can't duplicate the
energy from the [U.S. Open]
but in exhibition you can
loosen up and enjoy
yourself," Agassi said.
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FULL TIME, JOB SHARE
& "ON-CALL"
POSITIONS OPEN

Good only at these Downtown
locations:

Cost Clippers & Double Feature &
Tannery Row
Beauty Barns

Stearns Manufacturing Company, the leading manufacturer of
recreational and industrial flotation wear, has immediate openings for
full time , job share employment , and temporary "on-call" assignments
in several areas:

8 11 W. St. Gemiain St
St. Cloud
253-1227

1ST & 2ND SHIFT FOR INSPECTION, SHIPPING, PRODUCTION
HOURS AVAILABLE FOR FULL-TIME
Monday - Friday
7 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.
3:30 p.m. - 12 a.m.

f-Be A FliglifAttenck{1:l
t~~;~;f~ ,f
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:~•Travel while
: r eaming fno

HOURS AVAILABLE FOR PART-TIME OR ON-CALL
Monday - Saturday
4 Hour Work Schedules between
12 p.m. and 12 a.m.

:

j

nesday, October 5
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Atwood Memorial Center
St. Croix Room
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SATURDAY· SUNDAY TEMPORARY EMBROIDERY OPERATORS
7 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.

l:

- - ----,= =al

!

Join our customer focused, clean, pleasant, pollution free, team-oriented
environment. We offer competitive wages, comprehensive employee
benefit program. For more information: Apply in person or contact:

Stearns Mfg. Co.
1100 Stearns Drive
Sauk Rapids, MN
Contact Loretta Trulson
612-252-1642 ex 233
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Catch bus fever.
T

••

it could las l all quarter.

his fever can do wonders for your trans-

portation health!

Catch it by picking up

your Metro Bus quarter pass for $18.00 at

the Atwood Main Desk.

It entitles you to

No more car expense, no parking pickles,
no long walks in "high temperatures " .. no
sweat!
So, catch bus fever.

It will spike the

unlimited rides on the Campus Clipper or the

moment you pick up your pass. Then ride it

entire Metro Bus System!

out. It could last all quarter!

Route Schedules and Quarter Passes available at Atwood Main Desk

JilFI
For more information, ca/1251-RIDE
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Men's soccer team
gains recognition
by Chris Reese

Low.I Andanon/Slaff photos,1apher

talented group.
"We didn't get a booth at
The World Cup had Italy's · the orientation thing on the
Roberto Baggio, but SCS' Atwood Mall," Morrell
men's soccer club has a continued. "Not many people
mixture of underg r aduate know about us, except by
students.
word of mouth."
The World Cup averaged
It was word of mouth that
crowds of 90,000, this team got Morrell on the team. A
averages 30. So what makes roommate last season asked
this team so special?
him to fill in for the team
This team is the SCS men's because it was short players.
Soccer Club, and some people Ever since then Morrell has
are starting to stand up and been on the team and having a
take notice.
great time.
The men's soccer club has
'Toe last part of last season
been an unknown on campus. was a blast, and thi s season
However, in the past couple of has been a blast also," Morrell
years the club is starting to get said. "We all like to play club
recognition, especiall y from soccer, because it is more
the new recruits on the team.
re laxed, but yet there is a
''We have gotten a good higher quality of play."
drawing, and have a lot of
1be new base of freshmen is
talented freshmen this year," what the men's soccer club has
team member Todd Morrell been looking for, si nce not
said. "It is a good base for the many students know about the
years to come. It is a real club.
However, the club has been
able to remain competitive and
Justin WIimot , junior,
this year is no exception. The
Machan Otsuka, junior,
club is enjoying success this
and Shawn Casper,
season. posting a 2-1-4 record
sophomore, prepare for
in the North Region of the
soccer practice Friday
National Collegiate Club
even ing at the practice
Soccer Association.
field near Halenbeck Hall.
However, the club is not

trying to limit itself to being
competitive in the region. If
the club should finish in the
top four of the region, they
will be in the playoffs, which
will allow the top two
qualifiers from the region to
travel to Phoenix, Ariz., for
nationals in November.
According to Morrell a top
four finish and the trip to the
national tournament are within
reach.
"If we keep playing the way
we are, we will be (in the top
four)," Morrell sa id. "We
have a strong defense, and if
the offense keeps putting the
ball in the net, we have a good
chance of going to Phoenix."
The club is not a universi ty
sport but does receive funding
from the school.
However, lhe players have
to contribute a fee at the
beginning of the season, so
that th ey can cover tra ve l
expenses. For that reason,
many of the players are
dedicated to lhe club.
But Morrell says chat there
also is the competitive spirit,
not just the dedication.
"We are gunnin g for
Phoenix," he said.

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE

TOWNHOMES
1812 16" St. S.E. 252-2633
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•4 Bedroom Townhome
• FREE Basic Expanded Cable
•Air Conditioning
•Ceiling Fans in every Bedroom
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CALL 252-2633
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No TRANSpORTATioN?

Conneeti.on!u

No pRoblEM!
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Lutheran Student Fellowship
397 Third Ave. S.
259-1577
(Located northwest of Holes
Hall- Corner of Third Ave. &
Fourth St.)

S111urday, October 8
The Big Swim FREE
6 am - 11 pm, Halenbeck Pool

S1ewan HaH AuditOfl.lm, 7 pm
Ticket • FREE w/ SCSU 10
$5 Student I Sr. Citizen $10 Publk::
Monday, October 10
A gathering of Alumni Palnl&I'$
October 10 lhru Noverroer 4
Atwood Gallery FREE
Opening Reception 3 pm • 5 pm

Quarry Nile-Club
Monday Night Football, 6 - 11 :30 pm
Vikings vs. NY Giants FREE
Tuesday, October 11

Airl>Ome Comedians FREE
Stewart Hall Audilorlum, 6 pm
FREE

Stewart Hall Auditorium, 8 pm
Thursday, October 13
Jurassie Pam FREE
3 & 7 pm, Atwood Theatre
Homecoming Debate:
Pornography
Asa Baber vs. Eleanor Smeal
Stewart Hall AuclltorkJm, 8 pm
Ticket - FREE SCSU 10
$5Public
Friday, Ociober 14
Pep Fest, 8:30 pm
Atwood Mall FREE
~Holmcoming· Dance
The Johnny Holm Band
9 pm - Midnight FREE
Atwood Ballroom
Jurassic Park FREE
Atwood Theatre, 7 & 9:30 pm
Saturday, October 15
13th Anrwal Homecoming Run &
Fun Run.Security Shack, 10:30 am

Homecoming Parade 10:30 am
Football Game, Selke Field,1pm
SCSU vs. UNC
Jurassic Parlt FREE
7 pm, Atwood Theatre
Rocky Horror Pierure Show FREE
10 pm, Atwood Center Ballroom

2)

Walk on over to health services.
■

You probably pass by our clinic daily on your way
to class
• Same day appointments available
• Free office visits
• Low prices on prescriptions and non-prescription
medications

Real doctors, real nurses, real convenience, on campus.
~""""Student Health Services
Medical Clinic
First Floor Hill Hall
Information: 255-3191
Appointments: 255-3193

Acc1edited by Accreditation Assoclallon lc1r Ambulatory Health Care, lne.

October 8-15

ol New Zealand

Homecoming Corona1ion

~

~ (?

HOMECOMING '94

Sunday, October 9
Kahurangl Maori Dance Theatre of

Wednesday, October 12
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UP0doesnoldiscrimlna1e
onlhebasisotdisabllityin
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day of the event and dive into
immortality.
.

by Dan Bruski
Do not auempt this at home.
On Saturday, Oct.8, history
hopefully will be made in St. Cloud.
An attempt will be made to break the
standing record for the most
participants in a swim relay in one
day.
The relay will begin at 6 a.m and
continue for as long as it takes to top
the world record.
For a paltry sum of $1, anyone may
join in this potential "Guiness Book of
World Records" record-breaking
event. The advance registration
deadline for participation was Sept.
30, but the sponsors of The Big Swim
encourage everyone to show uo on the

Tuesday , October 4, 1994

The current world record for
participants in a one - day swim relay
stands at 2,305, which will require that
over 120 swimmers paddle the length
of the Halen beck pool each hour.
With each dollar donated (you may
give more than one), your name will
be entered in a drawing for prizes
donated by St. Cloud area businesses.
Drawings will beoffered for different
age groups.
All proceeds will go to United Way,
a non-profit organization that funds
community service agencies.
One lane will be used all day for
the relay, but the rest of the pool is

reserved for various activities,
according to Sarah Malone, Outings
and Recreation coordinator.
The activities planned are geared
towards all age groups and include
kids games, swimming, diving and
sports competitions, water aerobics,
scuba diving, and water rescue
demonstrations.
The activities, sponsored by
numerous area businesses and
organizations, will run all day,
culminating with the Dive-In Drive-In,
in which all who dare may watch the
film "JAWS" atop innertubes in the

pool.
Lifeguards from the Campus
Recreation Department will be on
hand all day to insure the safety of the

day's activities.
With the Minnesota Timberwolves
practicing in the main gym and the
Women's Showcase in the fieldhouse,
Halenbeck Hall promises to be chock
full of activity on Saturday.
" It'll be an organizational
nightmare, but it' ll be fun," said Ron
Seibring, director of Campus
Recreation.
Whatever ones involvement in The
Big Swim, it will not be an ordinary
Saturday swim, it will be an
unforgettable day of aquatic activity.
With luck and support it will also join
the chronicles of Guiness Book
history.

Moon Festival brings cultural
understanding to campus
by Nicole VanDerGrlff
The Chinese Srudent Association is an
organization that promotes Chinese culture on
campus and in the St. Cloud community.

The current president of CSA is Wilfred Lee.
The goal of CSA is to promote and to share the
Chinese culture with Americans, Lee said.

Moon Festival is one of the four major
traditional Chinese festivals. This celebration
involves the most people and is the most
romantic celebration in the Chinese year.
Dingmen Yu presented a Moon Festival slide
show to help
participants of
this
celebration
The annual Moon Festival
understand the
celebration took place last
history of
Friday night in the Atwood
Moon
Voyageurs room. This
Festival. 'The
festival allowed the many
tradition of
different cultures to come
Moon Festival
together and become part of
has todo with
the Chinese community.
sort of a
national
This cultural experience
------------=------e·volution
enabled members of the CSA to gather together as
which took place about 400 years ago," Yu said.
one diverse group. Members of the CSA felt that
they could learn more about each other and the many
During this festival , families come together to
cultures throughout the world. "I was able to
have dinner and to celebrate this romantic
understand the Chinese culture a little bit better after
occasion. To end this wonderfully prepared mea
the Moon Festival celebration,"CSA member Mark
and celebration, moon cake was served. This
Johnson said.
pastry was a symbol of the deep meaning that
this festival gave the Chinese culture.
CSA was founded in 1990. Since then, the group
has grown and expanded in many ways. ''lbere are
Exploring a new culture can give you a new
many people involved as members this year, much
insight on life. Understanding the significance
Lowell Anderson/Staff photographer
greater than last year.
of another culture will give you the knowledge
and experience that textbooks unfortunately
Lay yen Ma performs In the play, "The Hero, Moon
CSA currently has about 70 some members," said
cannot give.
Lady and Nine Suns" at the Moon Festival on
Yan Chan, former president of CSA.
Friday night in the Atwood Voyageurs room.
The CSA participates in various activities during
the school year. Some of these activities consist of
the Chinese New Year celebration, chinese cooking
classes, Moon Festival, and
various other cultural sharing
activities.

" The tradition of Moon
Festival has to do with sort
of a national evolution
which took place about 400
years ago. ,,

Dingmen Yu
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Come Join the Fun and Help Us...

•

• Set the Guiness Book of World Records for the most participants
in a one day swim relay. You only have to swim one lengthll
• Raise money for the United Way. We ask for a dollar donation that
will enter you in a drawing to win community donated prizes.
• Have alot of !uni Check out all the activities going onl
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Saturday, October 8, 1994
SCSU's Halenbeck Pool

If you have any questions, please call UPB at 255-2205
or Campus Rec (formerly Rec Sports) at 255-3325

Read and Recycle
University Chronicle
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The world Is not without
a purpose,
and you have not been
overlooked .

Reserve the
Rec Center
for your
group by
calling
255-3773

We are here
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tiot r-od hobbV: scs student
tur-ns autos into ar-twor-k

by Jessica Foster
Managing editor

mechnical program to hone his skills
as an auto mechanic, but a back injury
left him unable to perform the tasks
that would be required in such a career.

To some, the thrill of a high
(Xlwered, stylistically formed
automobile never wanes.
Dave Detennan, SCS sophomore
from Ogilvie, Mn., is such a man.
"Anyone can buy a new car. 1bere's a
talent in finding your old car and fixing
it, wanting to keep a classic alive,"
Determan said.
Determan's love of classic cars was
ignited by his father, who owned a
repair shop. When his brother bought a
a nice classic, Determan said he was
hooked.
He learned the mechanics of auto
restoration from his dad, from books
his own work and from school. He
learned body work from friends in the
business of auto body repair.

Out of high school he enrolled in a

While the engine is capable of
reaching speeds in excess of 118 miles
per hour, the mileage is not desireable.
"I get about 5 or 6 miles per gallon,"
Determan said.

"This is not restoration of a car a
way it is sup(Xlsed to be 100 percent.
For instance they didn't have a S(Xlrt.5
engine in 1967. I feel guilty because
my friends give me crap for it,"
Determan said.

While the work stays with him
through his employment at Spider
Lake Body Shop nefil" Forest Lake
Mn., and his hobby, his future
profession deals with the mechanics of
a more intricate machine, the human
mind.

The engine, purchased from General
Motors, originally was designed for a
boat, but he souped it up with the help
of other mechanics. It was modified for
use in his Chevy.

Determan, is majoring in applied
psychology, and "can no longer use his
body as much as his mind," he said.

They put in special intake manifolds,
roller rockers, a camshaft, rebuilt the
carburetors, installed pocket (XISt
heads, a bolt package and a special oil
pan. The crankshaft was redone and
new rods were installed, Determan
said.

He has owned his 1967 blue and
white Camara for 15 years. During this
time, the auto has undergone some
extreme changes. "I've done anything
and everything to it," Determan said.

The factory oil pan on a 1967
Camaro only holds five quarts of oil.
With the new engine it needed to be
much larger, Determan said.

For starters, Determan installed new
sheet metal, repainted the body and
installed a 600 horse, 502 cubic inch
engine.

Because of the uniqueness, gas
mileage, cost of the car, and risks of
accidents or speeding tickets,
Determan only drives his car
occasionally. "You keep driving
something, accidents happen,"
Determan said. He also drives a
motorcycle and a 1988 Cougar.
Determan has done much of the
work on his own. "It takes time and
knowledge to fix it on my own time. I
prefer to do a lot on my own. There is
a fine line on restoring 100 percent,"
Determan said.
Determan has no plans of selling his
prize automobile. "I'm gonna have lO
(keep it), no one is going to be able to
give me enough money for it,"
Determan said.

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DR/1/E DRUNK.
New Tanning Beds

-- New Bulbs -Tanning Plans

Taste as Big as
the Sierras.

• Now lhru Dec... $29.95
- Now thru May . $79
• 20 Sessions....... $39
· 10 Sessions ..... $25
- 5 Sessions .... $15
New Beds
253-8868

JUST$2.79

Weaving/Foil
~e

~::~h~~~J~

$29.50

or Rusty 10/31/9/4

Nail Tech Special
with Shannon
• Nail Tips....... $25
• Manicure ..... S6
.$10
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2SNinthAve.N .• SL0rud
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THE BOXER'S

AT

THE BOXER'S WORl<OUT GYM
803 W. ST. GERMAIN
ST. CLOUD, MN 654-0202

* Authentic boxing techniques for strengthening upper body 0.,,,
* Fast-paced boxing moves to develop killer legs
6,e.t, t'C't
* Jump rope to build overall stamina
t\e.'.1 ";0.,.1' ,a'.I
* Self-defense skills
o\J.
1
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* Boxing for fitness

GYM HOURS:
Mon.-Thurs. 1 0 AM-9PM
Fri. 1 0 AM- 5PM

:---------coupon---------:
I
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@:Ni J►i:j ■
a month gym
membership for $80

COST:
I

i,:

present coupon with
If you want to perspire, don't stop. :
student ID
:
We sweat here!
•-------------------------'

PER VISrT $2
PER MONTH $ I 5
THREE MONTHS $40
SIX MONTHS $75
ONE YEAR $120
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I 20 Tanning $37 99
II
•
I Sessions
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I Featuring Brand New Tan America Gold Beds I
plus
tax

MASTERCARD
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FOR EVE

DISCOVER ACCEPTED

THE SUN

712 Mall Genna in• Downtown St. Cloud (Acro~s frnm McRudy's)
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Technology:

Protest: Adult bookstore

Also, while other campuses
having fiber optic systems
installed by contractors that
cost millions of dollars, the
system at SCS is being installed
by staff and student employees.
/ "Instead of having a
contractor coming in for 40 or
50 bucks an hour, we have
students do it and pay them
student wages.
"Plus, with the training they
are getting they can go
anywhere with their computer
background and do
networking," Evans said.
Care is needed in working
with the fiber optic cables
however, Evans explained as be

refUSeS Comment from Page 1
"We wf:!re locked out this time, they wouldn't let us into
the s tore. They saw us coming and locked the door,''
Hebert said. "They did, however. continue to let
customers in," Hebert said.
"I don't think we think we're trying to close them
down. We're not confronting people. We stood with signs
on the road. A lot of people came out and talked to us,"
Hebensaid.
"One of our signs said ' 70 percent of pornography ends
up in the hands of minors.' People at least thought about
what we said," Hebert said.
"We're accomplishing something, but we're not sure
what it is," Hebert said.
An employee of Library 18 refused to comment on the
protest. "Anything concerning the press is no comment,"
he said.
The employee denied to give University Chronicle the
telephone number of the establishment, and said it is not
given to customers either. The reason the store has a
telephon e, even though it will not give the telephone
number to customers is "to conduct business," the
employee said . Wben asked wbo calls, the e mployee
responded, " The manager can call."
The employee refused to give the name of the owner.
Neither the St. Cloud Area Chamber of Commerce or
the Better Business Bureau had a listing for Library 18.

I
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251-7381

from Page 1

run 500 megahertz. So it's five
million compared to so many
thousand," he said.
There are two types of fibei
optic cables, multi-m<Xie and
single-mode. In multi-mode the
light travels down the fiber ·
bouncing off the sides. In
single-mode the light passes
straight down the fiber.
'The limiting factor on
single-mode has not yet been
defined. It is right now the
limiting factor the equipment
you have hooked onto it,"
Evans said.
"We're building an
infrastructure to last for 20
years," Evans said.

PERSONAL LOANS
Your Student Credit Union
can provide the funds you need.

r--------------------------,
m•-~
1

Education key factor

stripped the coating off a thin
strand of cable. ''Once you strip
this off you have a piece of
glass that's very stiff, ifs like a
hypodermic needle, so we
make sure and work with our
people, training them and be
very careful with them," he
said.
Although it is thin, fiber
optic cable has an immense
data carrying capacity, Evans
said. 'The data capacity of one
standard telephone cable is
good for about one telephone
signal long distance, about
three to five kilahertz. With
each of the multimode (a type
of fiber optic) cables we can

I
I

• Cars
• Tuition
• Computers
•Travel
• Credit Card Consolidation
• Emergencies
• Anything else?? Ask us!!

Minnesota State University Student Association

DESIGNER CUTS

1

Was 59 · Now $4.50

:

Federal Credit Union

I
I

Located in Atwood Center - Phone 654-54 74

P.xpiresoa.1s,19'Joi
Cs111ot •pp<>i<>lment

~--------------------------J

We also offer Share Dra~ (Checking) Accounts and Certificates of Deposit.

1wo of the most popular bundles
on campus tllis year.

Now you can reallyclean up when you buy a select Macintosh• Performa~For
a limited time, it comes bundled with a unique new student software set available only
from Apple. Its all the software you're likely to need in college. You'll get software that
takes you through every aspect of writing papers, the only personal organizer/calendar
created for your student lifestyle and the Internet Companion to help you tap into on-line

research resources. Plus ClarisWorks, an intuitive, integrated package with a spreadsheet,
word processor, database and more. Buy a select Performa with CD-ROM, and you'll
also get a multimedia libraryof es.sential reference tools. And now, with an Apple ,
Computer Loan, you can own a Macintosh for less than a dollar a
day.1 ltS the power every student needs. The power to be your best~
~

~

For further information go to
Academic Computer Services, ECC 101

App1e•
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Life abroad not
much different
than St. Cloud
Living
day after
day in a
medieval
castle
makes
one think
a little
bit.
Actually,
not a
little bit
but a lot, or I wouldn't bother
writing about it. At any rate,
some interesting comparisons
can be drawn between good
ol' SCS and the much older
Alnwick Castle (pronounced
"Ann•ick").

I understand everyone back
in St. Cloud is joyously
celebrating SCS' 125th
anniversary. Now, if I
casually lx>asted to the local
news agent that my school
was 125 years old he may tell
me that it was good the school

Northwestern College of Chiropractic
is now .1mpting .tpplications for its nm thm ,nt,ring dum.
(Af>ril 1995, ~ptember 1995, J.1nuar-, 1996)
General ni11uinm1e nt&tit lime of entry i,1clmle:

• At lmt 2-3 ynrs of undergradum colleg, in .1 htalth sciem or
basic scienct dtgm program. (lnquirt for a complm list of sptcific
rtquirtmtnts.)
• A minimum G.P J.. of H. (A more competicin G.P.A. is favortd.)
• Apersonal interm in a arm as .1 primar, me physici.tn.

different system of right-of•
way.

Northwestem(ollegeof(h iropmticoffersa rigorousfourymproftnional
. tducation. Ourfom on science. diagnosis, chiropractic methods, p.ttient
Qfl! .tnd rtsearch providts our graduat,swith the tools they need to work
as primary m e physici.tns in th, hulth me environmenl NWCC is fully
accrtdittdbyNorthC, ntralAnociation_ R.~
'q'"
of Colleges ;i,~d School~ and the Council [ ~
0)
o,Ch,.,pmb<Ed,at,o, .
~ ~

In America, pedestrians
officially have the right of
way. Some drivers even
acknowledge this. Also,
American drivers tend to
yield occasionally.
Here in Great Britain, the
rule of thumb seems to be,
'The larger your vehicle, the
more right of way you have."
If you are trying to cross the
street and you see any size
vehicle approaching from a
few blocks away, you should
think twice about crossing.
The moment you extend your
foot to cross the road the
approaching driver sees your
action as a challenge and
accelerates to "ramming
speed."
Streets and sidewalks tend
to be narrower in the smaller

•~•
•,
ti)
~ f

Call: l--800--8884777or 888-4777
WIUe: Director of Admi.uio,u
<;,,.·;·~,_,"I" 2501 Weit Mth Smet. l1in11tapolis. 11N 55431
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" Not only do you have to deal
with people driving on what we
stu dents have dubb e d the
'wrong' side of the road ,but with
a rather different system of
right-of-way. "
finally was getting settled in.
Things in Britain that are 125
years old are considered
"young" by many.
Of course, I do not want to
downplay the significance of
the anniversary celebrations (I
would rather not come home
to find my transcript
mysteriously "altered"), but
we hear very little about what
goes on over in St. Cloud. We
also haven't gotten any of
those neat commemorative
mugs, either.
There are many things some obvious, some not so
obvious - that remind us we
are in a foreign country. Not
to say that we forgot where
we are (unless you are one of
the die•hard pub crawlers),
but we still have mundane
pressures like classes, work•
study and laundry. Still, many
things that seem pretty normal
back home are a lot different
here.
For instance, simple matters
like crossing the street
become adventures in
themselves. Not only do you
have to deal with people
driving on what we students
have dubbed the ''wrong" side
of the road but with a rather

towns as well. If you are
walking down to one of the
banks in Alnwick with a
friend and point casually
across the street, a passing
delivery truck can take off
your hand
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I am not saying this to give
you the impression you take
your life into your hands
when you step outside the
castle, but it makes a quick
trip to the post office all that
more exiting, let me tell you.
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There are a few things,
however, that bear some
resemblance to life on the
SCS campus. You have
Coborn's, we have Safeway.
You have classes, we have
classes (amazing, eh?).
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You have the bars
conveniently located
downtown and plenty of
students with fierce desires to
study fermentation, we have
what seems like dozens of
pubs in Alnwick. Some of
them are within staggering
distance of the castle, so
getting back home at
midnight is an easy thing - as
long as you don't try to cross
the street.
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Save on the original Un-Cola as well as Diet 7-Up,
Cherry 7-Up and Diet Cherry 7-Up.
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lCLASSIFiEDS

<lJ Classifieds will not be accepted over the phone.
$
•

Classifieds price: Five words a line, $1 a line. Six words constitutes two lines, costing $2.
Notices are free and run only if space allows.

B"' Deadlines: Friday noon for Tuesday's edition and Tuesday at noon for Friday's edttion.
1•

Classified ads can be purchased by vistting Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are inside the door.

~ All classified ads must be prepaid unless an established credit is already in place.

1!' Contact Chad Sturm at 255-2164 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday through Friday for more information.

253-1100.

1 BDRM . Apt. "Beachwood
Apts.~ Near SCS, Coborns, &
D.T. Spacious, new carpet,
ceiling fans. Dan 255-9163.

1 BDRM apartment in house.
Available Dec. 1. $345/mo.
Heat and water paid. No pets.
253-5340
1 BD RM in house near
campus $200 negotiable. Rent
includes heat and water. Call
Scott at 571-6788
1&2 BDRM APTS.
$335-$455
Spacious Rooms and Large
Closets
Heat, Water, Garbage Included
Campus Clipper Stops Every
20Min .
Available Today!
Call Now-They're Going Fast!
255-9262

1 & 2 BDRM APTS.
$345 & up
Spac ious Rooms and Large
Closets
Heat, Water, Garbage Included
Campus Clipper stops every
20min.
Available Today!
Call Now - they're going fast!
255-9262
SINGLE rooms
$150 • $199
H eat, Water, Electric ($30
Value) and Cable included!
Ideal location just minutes from
campus!
Immediate Occupancy! 2559262
2 BDRM. apt. in 4-plex by
Halenbeck Hall. Call Rick 2518941.
3 BDRM. Apts. "710 Apts."
Micro., D.W., spacious L. A.,
free parking. Heat incl. Dan
255-9163.
4 BEDROOMS
2 Full Baths
Why live with only 1 bathroom?
Dynamite location-minutes
from campus.
Free Cable
Free Heat
Free Electric ($30 value)
Dishwasher
255-9262
AP ARTMENTS, rooms 3,4
oedroom apts, efficiencies,
Campus Management 251 •
1814
CAMPUS EAST . large 4
bedroom UNITS with 2 full
baths.
EXTRA closets,
dishwashers, microwaves,
laundry. Heat and basic cable
PAID. Garages. RESULTS
Property Management 2530910.

CAMPUS PLACE ARTS: 2, 3,
4 bedroom apts. Fall. Rent the
best. Close to school. Great
locations. Call for full details
253-9002.
C E NTER Square. Single
rooms in 4 bedroom apts.
Microwaves, A/C, Laundry,
close to campus. 253-1320.
***EFF. & 1-3 bedrooms. $169$250. $15 off-street parking.
259-4841 .
EFFICIENCY apartments and
4 bedroom apartments. 253 6606.
EFFICIENCY. Private rooms
with basic cable, refrigerator,
microwave, b linds, A/C. All
utilities paid. Control led
access. $210 and up. SM&M
253-1100.
FALL fever. F or your best
deals in 1,2, and 3 bdrm apts.
call Apartment Finders at 2594052.
FEMALE to sha re house,
private room, available Nov. 1,
$195, utilities included, close to
scs, 251-8564
FOUR Bedroom apt., heat &
cable paid, dishwasher, micro.,
A/C, newer bldg., near
campus. 251-6005 EPM.
GARAGE space, 324 7th Ave
South. $35 per month 2511814
GREAT Single rooms in 3 and
4 bedroom Apt near SCS
251-8284 or 251-9418
HOUSE. 3 bdrm, new carpet,
great location. $925 for 3-4,
$1,000 for 5 people. Free W/0
and parking. Dan 255-9163.
HOUSES, Apt. houses, sgl.
room, M/F, subleasing. Dan
255-9163.
HOUSING of alt sorts. Dan
255-9163.
O NE BDRM. bsmt. apt. 907
Tenth Ave. So. $325/mo.
Includes heat. 253-7415,
(W)252-9760 ext. 46.
PRIVATE rooms avail. now &
winter. Heat & cable paid,
many amenities, campus
close, quiet & clean. 251-6005.
ROOMM ATE needed, room
available now in three
bedroom house by Munsinger
Gardens. Laundry, garage,
extra room, $208/mo. + 1/2
util. 654-0401.
ROOMS available in 4
bedroom units. Free basic
cable. Free parking and much
more. $189 and up. SM&M

SAVE on your monthly rent.
Put four people in a large
2 bedroom apt.
$150/month w/all utilities
included.
$250 for an entire apt. during
summer
654-6520
SIN G L E/DOUB L E rooms .
Close to campus! $150$185/month. Utils. paid! Free
parking! Call 654-3133.
SING LE rooms
$150-$199
Heat, Water, Electric ($30
value)
& Cable included!
Ideal location just minutes from
campus!
Immediate occupancy!
255-9262
SI NGLE rooms in three
bedroom house, non-smokers.
$150. 253-5340.

AR E you interested in quitting
alcohol/drugs? Group forming
fall quarter for support and
empowerment. Call 255-4850
or255-3171.

CHUCK 'S Barbershop. Two
barbers, al l cuts. Walk-ins.
251-7270. 9 Wilson S.E .
Special $6. ROTC and Guard
Headquarters.
F RE E tutoring available i n
many subject areas. Check us
out! Academic Learning
Center, Stewart Hall 101 . Call
255-4993 or stop by.
FUNDRAISING Choose from 3
different fundraisers lasting
either 3 or 7 days.
No
investment. Earn $$$ for your
group plus personal cash
bonuses for yourself. Call 1800-932-0528, Ext. 65
IMMI G RATI O N ATTO RNEY .
Mark Frey. Member: American
Immigration lawyers Assn. 1612-486-7117.
N EW students Minn . law
requ i res that you turn in
immunization info during your
first quarter. Forms available
Health Services, Hill Hall.
For more info. 255-4855

at

PARKING, $10 mo. 341 Sixth
Ave. So. 253-2107.
PREGNANT-co nsidering
adoption? Call a Dream
Fulfilled Adoption Inc.
1-800-556-4529
PREGNANT? Free pregnancy
testing with immediate results

at the St. Cloud Crisis
Pregnancy Center. Call 612253-1962 24 hrs. a day. 400
East St. Germain St., Ste 205,
St. Cloud.
SPRI NG BRE A K Mazatlan
from $399. Air /7 nights
hotel/free
nightly
beer
parties/d iscounts. (800)3664786.
STUDENTS - if you have all
the money you need for
college, you don't need us.
But if you need money for
college, our scholarship
matching service can help you.
Many scholarsh ips are not
b ased on GPA or athletics.
F or
more , info
send
name/address to:
JD
Associates, P.O . Box 1292,
Montecello, Minn. 55362.

W
E
DDING
P HO T OGRAPHERS,
Professional and courteous,
will work with you to determine
the shooting schedule to fit into
your wedding day plans.
Specializing in candids before,
du ring, and after ceremony, but
especially during the reception!
You retain the negatives. Two
photographers to make sure
every angle gets covered. Ca!!
Paul at 654-8501 for more
information, leave message.

B URGER KING hiring for all
shifts. Hours that can be
tailored to your schedule. Hall
price meals. Free uniforms.
Pay rate determined on
availability. Apply at 222
Lincoln Ave SE.
CRUISE
SHIP
JOBS !
Attention: students. Earn
$2000 + monthly. Summer/full
time. World Travel. Carribean,
Hawaii . Tour Guides, Gift Shop
Sales, Deck Hands, Casino
Workers. No experience. Call
(602)453-4651 .
CRUISE ships now hiring-Earn
up to $2,000+/month working
on cru ise ships or land-tour
compan ies . World travel.
Seasonal
&
full-time
employment available. No
experience necessary. For
more information call 1-206634-0468 ext. c56811.
EARN a free trip, money or
both. We are looking for
students or organizations to
sell our Spring Break package
to Mazatlan . (800)366-4786.
EARN $500 or more weekly
stuffing envelopes at home.
Sehd SASE to: Country Living
Shoppers, Dept. A40, P.O. Box
1779, Denham Springs, la

70727.
$$EXTR A$$
work temporary jobs for
college cash. Variety of shifts
and positions available . Call
251-1038
EXPRESS
PERSONNEL.

G ET your part-time job now
before the rush. We offer
perfect part-time positions. No
late nights. Most weekends
free. Flexible scheduling lets
you work around activities and
important events. All evening
and weekend hours, no days.
Casual dress is acceptable, no
expensive
wardrobe
is
required. Pleasent working
environment in downtown St.
Cloud. Base wages are $5-to$6 and cash bonuses are paid
nightly. For more information
about this telefund raising
position and a telephone
interview, call 259-4054 from
8a.m .. - 5p.m., Sunday
Thursday.
HARVESTING
Christmas
Trees, Flexible hours, 7 a.m. to
6 p.m., Also weekends, pay $6
per hour plus seasonal bonus.
Evergeen Inc., Clear lake,
Minn . 743-2255 Ask for Mike.

HELP WANTED :
Part-time drivers
$4.25 hr. plus tips.
Call Bellantti's Pizza. 2528500.
HELP WANTED :
Part-time care for our 2
children in South-side home.
Day and Evenings 654-9049
KELLY Temporary Services is
hiring for immediate long term
openings $5-$7, Data Entry-tun
and part-time hours. Paid
Train ing . Phone Clerks, full
and part-time afternoons.
Keyboard experience helpful.
Mail Clerks early mornings or
afternoon hours. Openings
and sorting mail. Printer
Operators- day and night, 12
hour shifts, 3 days per week
with occasional extra hours on
the weekends. Light industrial
all shifts avai1iable. Work in St.
Cloud, Clearwater, Annandale,
and Milaca. Call Now! 2537430 or 1-800-447-6447. 1010
W. St. Germain St. Cloud.
Never an applican t fee/Equal
opportunity employer.
MATURE, responsible persons
wanted for part-time school
bus drivers. No Experience
Necessary. We will train. Hrs:
6:45 a.m. • 8:15 a.m. and 2:00
p.m. • 4:20 p.m. school days.
Call Spanier Bus Service for
more information. 251-3313
P.T.
painting
&
bldg.
maintenance position avail. 1020 hrs. per wk. BMD
Commercial Real Estate. 255-

r-1

,
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THE SPECIAL EDUCATION
Department 742 St. Cloud is
look tor majors in education
and related fields, to work as
substitute teaching assistants.
If your schedule has a day free
from classes, call the Special
Ed. Department at 253-9333
Ext. 238 for application.
THIS IS IT! $800 weekly
possible. Work your own
hours. Work at home making
our easy holiday crafts for our
distributors. SASE, College
Crafts, 1925 Pine Ave.,
Niagara Falls, NY 14301.
TRAVEL Abroad and work.
Make
up
to
$2,000·
$4,000+/mo. teaching basic
conversational English in
Japan , Taiwan , or S. Korea.
No teaching background or
Asian languages required. For
information call: (206)632-1146
ext. 56811.
WAITER , waitresse s, counter
help .
Great
part-time
employment. Flexible hours,
day or night. 252·5644 Bill or
Ardelle.

WANTED
cleaners.
Dependable, e xperienced
cleaners for reside ntial
clean ing . Must have car.
Mornings or afternoons. Call
654·0636.
WE HAVE immediate parHime
openings
in
our
Pack ag i ng/D i strib u tio n
department:
*11 :30 p.m. to approx. 5 a.m.,
Friday and Saturday, or

• 0:30- a.m. to approx. 2:00
p.m. for three to five days,
Monday Through Friday {will
vary weekly).
.
Must be able to work qu ickly
without direct supervision in a
fast·paced
environment.
Apply in person Monday
th rough Friday between 8 a.m.
- 5p.m.
St. Cloud Times, 3000 North
7th street, St. Cloud, M n
56303
WE HAVE IMMEDIATE parttime
openings
in
our
Trucking/Delivery department:
*Three day shifts includes
Thurs. and Fri. from 10:30 a.m.
to app.i;ox. 3 p.m. and Sat.
from 1 :30 a.m. to approx. 7

a.m.

*Fou r day shifts incl udes Mon. ,
Tues. and Wed. from 10:30
a.m. to approx. 5 p.m . and
Sun. morning 12 a.m. to
approx. 7:30 am.
Applicants must have an
excellent driving record, valid
driver's license and must be
able to lift at least 30 pounds.
$5.25 per hour starting wage
with company veh icle. Apply
in person Monday • Friday
between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. at:
St. Cloud Times, 3000 North
7th Street, St. Cloud, Minn .
56303
WE NEED YOUR HELP! Work
at home for $100s weekly.
Send self addressed stamped
envelope to P.R. Enterprises,
P.O. Box 41251 Minneapolis ,
Minn. 55441.

loaded, good winter starter:
Clean , good tires. $750 of
best offer, Call after 5 p .m .
weekdays
or
anytime
weekends. Call 393·4210
1982 Volkswagen
$400113.o. 654-9093

diesel,

CRATE
Tubedriver
35
amplifier. 1*10 inches, 100
watts, 2 channel. $160 or 8.0.
656·9130
FISHER stereo 24·CD player,
Dual Cassette , Surround
Sound , 40 Preset Tuner,
Remote , Timer, 1o~ Double
Woofer Speakers, 1 year old,
$950 with Speakers $850 w/o
Rob 253-7759
MACINTOSH
Computer.
Comp le te system including
printer only $500. Call Chris at
800·289·5685.
MACINTOSH lmagewriter 2
printer. Like New. $150 or
8.0., 656-9130
PHONE/ANSWERING
MACHINE, Southwestern Bell
cordless phone with built in
answering machine , digital
ch ip message storage. Brand
new, still in box. $90 or BIO.
Call Paul at 654-8501, leave
message.
QUEEN size waterbed. Phi l
253·0552.

JESUS and Satan are
pretend. Some religious
destroy trust in others by
vilifying them as -not having
souls," "going to hell,~ "being
evil.•
Such
teach ings
dehumanize others, making it
possible to even commit
holocausts aga inst others,
while thinking it is right to do
so. The latest self-righteous
premeditated mur der of a
doctor by a member of t he
Christian Right shows what
such vilification can do . The
target is destroyed , but so is
the perpetrator, who has been
turned into a vain monster.
Skeptical ly question everything
with unassailable honesty and
courage. Think atheism.

h1m-~mi/la
.,..,......,....,..,,,.

~mmu1
AA
ASSISTANCE
line
available 24 hours a day.
Meeting times, rides to
meet i ngs, and recovery
support. Call 253-8183. For
campus support call ADAPT
255-4850 8 a.m.-4 :30 p.m.
ALL lesbian and bisexual
women are invited to an
informal gathering Oct. 6 at
6p.m . Call 654-5166 for
details.
ATTENTION : Psychol ogy
majors. Become part of the
experimental psychology
research group. Meetings are
every Wed. 3-4 p.m., Ed. Bldg
A232. For more info. call Chris
at 240· 1863.
DELTA ZETA international
Sorority says: Don't Just Go To
School , Go Greek!! Call 240-

DELTA ZETA international
sorority welcomes you! Come
see what sorority life is all
about. Call 240·2868 Now!
ECONOMICS Association,
Everyone is welcome 16 attend
our meetings on Wednesdays
12:00 in Lewis Clark room
Atwood. Speakers, Happy
hours etc. Come check us ·
out.

SHRM-The Society for Human
Resource Management meets
~~;i~C~~,:v;~~;~~r:1:J0 ~~

~ I r 421 9th Ave. N. :
~'"

All majors are welcom e to

251-7381

~-

attend.

Long llalr Extru.

THE Accounting Club has
professional
speakers,
company tours , socials, and
other wonderful inte ractions.
Refer to the BB chalkboards
for information !

WasS48 -Now

ExpircsO::L 18, 15l'J'I
Callfo,appoin=t

I

Dugout &
Newstand
Next to Godfathers
Pizza, Division
Place Fashion
Center
Ph. 253-0851
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Plans
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10% to 50% off
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DESIGN
8Lh and Division

253-4222

CREF ACCOUNTS

YOU'RE LOOKING AT TWO
COMPLETELY OPPOSITE, FUNDAMENTALLY
DIFFERENT WAYS TO INVEST IN STOCKS.
WE RECOMMEND BOTH.
Introdu cing the CREF Growth Acrnunt anJ t he C R EF Equity Index Account.

W

het her yuu want a 11.lnJ that
selects spec ilic stock s or one tl1al
covers th e market, we're on the same page.
O ur n ew CH.EF Growt h and CREI'
Equity Index Accoun ts use 1wu tl is1i11ct
strategies for invest ing in th e s tock m;u·•
ket, but bot h aim to prnvide what every
smart in vestor looks for; long-t e rm
growth that ou lpaces intlation~
The C REI' Grnwth Accou nt scard,cs
for individual comp;111ies tl,at arc
poi sed [Or superior growth. In cu11tras1.
the Equity Index Accou nt looks for more
<livcrs ilication, wi tl1 a portf0lio e n compassing almost the e n tire rani;e uf U.S.
stock invi;,slrncnts. It will invest i11 stocks

ii

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.9,t

I
I

------------"

Hair Cut
Club

cu1i'.ifilis

I

S24 :.

Styling and Tanning "Cheap"

COMICS

I
I

PllRMANENTWAVE: .

in the Russell 3000• ,** a broad index of
U.S. stocks.
Like uur CREF Stock Account, which
cu1nl>i ncs ;,ct ive, indexed, a nd fore ign
investing, and our Global Equities
Accuun l. which actively seeks opportu r, itics worl<lwiJc, the r,ew funds are managed
l,y cxperier,ced investment profossior,als.
Tliey're the same ex perts who have helped
make TIAA-CR[~F t he largest pension
system in the U.S., mam1ging over $ 130
Lill ion in assets.
Tu lind out more about our new stock
funds, "nJ b u ilding you r portfolio wit h
T IAA-CREI•; just ,;all 1800-842-2776.
A11d 1akc your pick.
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Campus Rec Update
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.

Intramural Volleyball League Highlights Fall Schedule
Fall quarter has started off great, with over 50 teams
competing for the Intramural fl ag-footba ll leag ue
championship. Champions have already been crowned in
our annual Co-Rec softball tournament. Congratulations to
St. Cloud Saintless! Also, the flag-football tournament was
won by Doom (see story).
Coming up ve ry soon (Oct. IO) is the Volleyball
league. This year, we are doing things a little differently.
Captains who sign their team up for the league will receive a
free I-shirt the first game of league play! All participants can
pick up coupons fo r $9.00 of free long distance phone calls
from 1-800-COLLECT (while supplies last). We had over
50 teams last year, and we're hoping to get more this year!
Also coming up on Saturday, October 15 at 10:30am
is the 13th annual Homecoming Fun Run. There is a I0K
and 5K race this year. Entry is free to SCSU students,
faculty and staff. Community members who w is h to
compete on ly have 10 pay $2.00. There is a registration form
below.

Flag-football tournament champions " Doom." Front row, from left to
right : Matt Sievers, Jason Berg , Jeff Mears. Back row, from Left to
right: Lamar MIiier, Chad Frdkove, Sean Flaherty (behind Fredkove),
and Chad Stanlus.

For Doom, "D" is Key

For the SCS intramural flag-football tournament champion
"Doom," defense played a strong role in keeping them undefeated in
Mail lhis entry fomi with lhe appropriate entry fee to Homecoming Fun Run, !!All S. 120S1. Oood
the single-elimination tournament.
·
Stale University.St. Cloud, MN 56301 or bring your entry fonn and fee tolhcCamp.as Rec. office in
lf one looks at the score of their final game, 7-6, one can see
ll alenbcck Soulh 120. betweai 8:00AM and 5:00PM. Checks •repayable to SCSU-llomecoming
Run. ALL ENTRIES MUST BF. RECEIVED BY 5:00PM. Friday, October 14. ENTRIES AFTER
why. ..Both defenses were very cough," Doom captain Jason Berg
THE DEADLINE ARE CONSIDERED I.ATE AND WILL COST S2 EXTRA.
stated, "it was a good game." Considering Berg scored Doom's only
N A M E . _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _
PIIONE______
touchdown, that's an understatement.
ADDRESS_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
The second place team, "911," played some great defense too,
1 ·
however. Doom had to come from behind to win the game.
911 scored a touchdown in the first half, but failed to conven an
MALE _ __
FEMALE _ __
AGE ON RACE DAY_ _ __
extra point tty. That's only one point, but it came back to haunt them in
Doyoo wish a shirt: •ycs _ _ (scehelowforfee) no_ _
the
end.
•Shirts will not be 11vailab\e until me week following race day, you must pick them up 11 the
Campus Rec office. Shirt Sii.e(Pleasc circle one); XL L M
In the second half, 911 's defense gave a little, and Doom
T-shirt prices: Students S6.00, Faculty/Staff/C001 muni1y 57.00 (add a dollar to both if purchased on
capitalized. Berg $Cored a touchdown, and Doom converted an extra
raceday)
WAIVER STATEMENT
point attempt.
As an entrant in the 1994 llomecoming Run, I assume complete responsibility for any injury lO
On a side note; in the second game of the tournament, Doom's
me o r damage to my propeny which may occur during lhc cvait, or otherwise. I grant permission to
anyand•lloftheforegoingtouscanyphotographs,vidcotapes,motionpictures,rccordingsorany
Matt "greasy" Sievers caught the first touchdown pass of his intramural

Homecoming Fun Run Entry Form

°"'J ;m<foc••YP"'J"'O•h•u=••·
Ocean Spray NFL Table Top Football
Mon. October 3rd

~~\;I

Volleyball League
Mon. October 10th

r-lI
I
I
I
I
I
I

L

MRPIBB
SPRITE
DT SPRITE
12 Packs

Homecoming Fun Run
Sal October 15th
Broomball League
Mon. October 17th

2 for ---

$3.TI . ~ .. · . I
•

W/COUPON

. ·_

-

I

I

I
I

- - - - - - · ____ .J s

Racquetball Singles Tournament
Thurs. October 20th
Pi.ckleball Singles Tournament
Thurs. October 20th
3 on 3 Basketball- Schick Super Hoops
Mon. October 31s t
Note: Teams must register at Campus Rec. located m the Halenbeck
Fieldhouse. For more information call 255-3325

